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About This Game

Shortly after landing on an alien surface, you learn that hundreds of your men have been reduced to just a few. Now you must
fight your way through heavily fortified military installations, lower the city's defenses and shut down the enemy's war machine.

Only then will the fate of humanity be known.
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Absolutely worth your time and money, I only wish it was longer.. As an HTC Vive owner I'm always looking for games that
make use of the hardware in innovative ways. The jog in place mechanic of this game is fun and pretty good exercise too!
Check out my full video review here:

https:\/\/youtu.be\/9eK1Xzcqigc. Great Game! Great story! Wish it was a little more longer though. I got really into the story..
Omg this is Fun!!! I was looking for something a little different and i found it lol. Who knew beating up robots with my bare
hands could be so fun. I cant wait to see what they add next....More opponents, different lvls, more weapons hahaha!!! After a
couple rounds i unlocked a weapon and it really changed how I went about the match...Tried to see what i could remove from
the robot while fighting lol....I removed a head and arms from one guy and couldnt stop laughing while i finished the match.
they did a great job with the lvl design i cant wait to see whats next!! Great job guys!!!!. In my humble Opinion these portrait
packs are worth the money for a few reasons based on my experience:

1) I like to play as Pagan or Muslim and have 4 wives, I then go and get a wife from each corner of the globe through raiding, is
possible all 4 princess.

2) There are modes that require these files for top grade 10\/10 wives to pillage from all corners of the world.

3) the system I use to rate is $1 = 1 hour.

4) Indie companies don't make as much as AAA developers and if I can spend $1 to get future content for a game I love I will
support it.. Absolutely dreadful.

The controls are dreadful.

The graphics are misleading to say the least.

The AI is dreadful.

This game is dreadful.
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. this game is not meant for vr, the control mechanics is just no, cant even use
my vive wands by doing action(climbing) I expected more :\/
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Nice meme bro!. horrible\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665dont try this. Considering this only has one dev its
surprisingly good! The scary atmosphere is done perfectly just a little disappointed at the length but for the price I cant really
complain.. Exceedingly boring game perhaps if you want to really indulge in your OCD you'll like it.. This trash sucks so much I
can't even get a refund on this crap.!!!!!!!
. If you enjoy Point n Click games you MAY like this game

if you don't enjoy Point n Click games you will NOT like this game

It does have some charm but does also lack in many areas so even the most hardened fan may not even like this title i personally
didn't mind it as i got it cheap and was well worth the odd pound i paid

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=hEvWUF6GvPk
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